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Actions

Results
Best practice remote engagement and coordination
leads to:
informed decision making with better and more
sustained results

Report back

Feed information into
electronic systems

communities actively participating in policy and
program delivery

Advise the
relevant agency

Debrief
interpreter

government being better informed about
communities and community issues

Get back to community
(close the loop)

communities aware of the government’s agenda
relating to the policies and programs that affect
them and how they can influence or direct them in
accordance with their local needs and issues

Record
decisions from
the meeting

community residents having a better understanding
of government

Visit the community

Share information, get input,
record issues (be visible, flexible
to ensure people are aware
government agencies are in town
and what you are there for)

better relationships with community leaders,
organisations and community members
Evaluate, review and
improve performance

Engage Aboriginal
Interpreter Service,

(regularly monitor and
evaluate programs and remote
engagement practices to
continually improve service
delivery and outcomes)

and brief interpreter on
the project

fewer unnecessary trips
reduced engagement burden (communities and
the service provider have positive experience of
engagement)
more effective use of resources

Collaborate with
other levels of
government

Get the community ready
Confirm availability (work
with the community and
talk to people who know the
community/confirm their
availability before travelling)

Decide if visit
is needed
Plan visit

Get public servants and
others BushReady

Consult BushTel and
BushReady, and enrol
new staff in the Remote
Engagement Essentials
workshop

NT Government,
Australian Government and
local government and
non-government providers
(check what other programs/services
are in the community and what is
currently happening/ who is visiting
– coordinate preparation)

communities getting a response (closing the loop).

Better they change the way they think.
Listen to us… and… let us teach them in
our community. We can show them.” 13
Yuendumu community member
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